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NEW QUESTION: 1
Refer to the exhibit.
Why is the router out of memory?
A. The amount of BGP update traffic in the network is too high.
B. The BGP peers have been up for too long.
C. The router is experiencing a BGP memory leak software
defect.
D. The router has insufficient memory due to the size of the
BGP database.
Answer: D
Explanation:
Here we can see that this router is running out of memory due
to the large size of the BGP routing database. In this case,
this router is receiving over 200,000 routes from each of the 4
peers.
Topic 4, VPN Technologies

NEW QUESTION: 2
What arc the benefits of Apex versus other applications?
Select all that apply:
A. Faster than non-server code
B. Supported by SFDC
C. Runs Natively on SFDC servers
Answer: A,B,C

NEW QUESTION: 3
Note: This question is part of a series of questions that use
the same scenario, For your convenience the scenario is
repeated in each question. Each question presents a different
goal and answer choices, but the text of the scenario is the
same in each question in this series.
Start of repeated scenario
You are creating reports for a car repair company. You have
four datasets in Excel spreadsheets. Four workbook queries load
the datasets to a data model. A sample of the data is shown in
the Data Sample exhibit.
The data model is shown in the Data Model exhibit.
The tables in the model contain the following data:
DailyRepairs has a log of hours and revenue for each day,
workshop, and repair type. Every day, a log entry is created
for each workshop, even if no hours or revenue are recorded for
that day. Total Hours and Total Revenue are two measures
defined in DailyRepairs. Total Hours sums the Hours column, and
Total Revenue sums the Revenue column.
Workshops has a list of all the workshops and the current and
previous workshop managers. The format of the Workshop Manager
column is always Firstname Lastname. A value of 1 in the
IsLatest column indicates that the workshop manager listed in
the record is the current workshop manager.
RepairTypes has a list of alt the repair types.
Dates has a list of dates from 2015 to 2018.
End of repeated scenario.
You create the column chart shown in the Pivot Chart exhibit.
You need to ensure that the month axis
chronologically.
What should you do?
A. In the model, configure the Sort By
(Month) as [Date].
B. In the model, configure the Sort By
[Month] as [MonthID].
C. In PivotTable Fields, add [MonthID]
D. In PivotTable Fields, add [Date] to
Answer: B
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NEW QUESTION: 4
When using Policy Based Routing what is a valid matching
criterion?
A. Source hostname
B. Destination TCP port number
C. 802.1Q VLAN ID
D. AAA security credentials
Answer: B
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